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Welcome to this eighth volume of imaginary abstracts, written by researchers from around 

the world. The pieces in this volume are short works of fiction—imagined research 

projects—crafted in the familiar genre of the research abstract.  
Through the Journal of Imaginary Research, we aim to encourage imaginative 

writing in the academy for fun, enrichment and reflection. As the pandemic recedes into 
something else, neither a memory nor a presence, but a shadow, perhaps, we find 

ourselves thinking of the last three years and how to live within that shadow, whilst still 

thinking of a future.  

Our theme for this issue is therefore ‘service’.   

Service is an old word that first related to ceremony or worship, a meaning we still 
retain when we speak of a church or wedding service. Service means giving time or 

performing duties for a person, idea or cause: something that many who work in higher 

education can relate to. It’s a rich word, with many other contexts. Servants are engaged in 

service, but so too are leaders. While there is often a sense of loyalty, duty and length to 
service, there is also the quick and easy service of consumerism, of waiting tables, selling 

with a smile, emotional labour. Again, something that education workers can relate to. 
While we can service abstract things like education or science, we can also service 

appliances like washing machines. It is both a euphemism for sex and also the word that 

describes delivering a tennis ball over the net. It’s a word you can do much with.   
The writers collected herein have interpreted service in their own way so that their 

submission relates to the theme. We didn’t ask them to explain this in their piece; while 
some are explicitly about service, others are more oblique. As with all our issues we 

encourage creativity and exploration. The theme is there as a mood, a way to enter the 
imagination. Perhaps this is the point. What should imaginary research service? Or, indeed, 

should imaginary research service anything at all?  
In producing these short, exploratory pieces, we seek to help writers establish a new 

relationship with writing; a more empowered, less productivity driven one. Writing fiction in 

a familiar format also helps us to reflect on how we can creatively communicate our other 

research projects, and how we can find the joy of creativity in all our writing. Many of the 

pieces submitted to the journal, whilst fictional, have a basis in a real observation or 
experience. Almost all take a fresh look at a problem, frustration or constraint experienced 

by the researchers who crafted them.   
Reflecting on the response to our journal over the last eight years, we know that 

engaging with the Journal of Imaginary Research helps our authors express those 

frustrations. Each year brings new people into imaginative practices; we are proud and 

excited to see their joy and enthusiasm both at having read what others have written and at 
having produced new thoughts and ideas for themselves. (We also appreciate the love 

letters to author’s pets, however disguised.) Mostly though, we are pleased to have been 
able to provide opportunities for colleagues to document and interrogate their reactions to 

the challenges of their research and to the challenges of the Higher Education landscape.   

—Dr Kay Guccione and Dr Matthew Cheeseman 
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Pollination as creative practice: 

the aesthetic services of bees  

by Nandita Baxi Sheth 
 

 

As evidenced by cave paintings, honeybees and humans have been intertwined since the time of 

Neanderthals. Bees have enhanced human life with sweetness and light; not only does honey 
provides delicious carbohydrate nutrition, beeswax has long been used to make candles.  

Furthermore, bees pollinate food crops, providing ecological services that are almost impossible to 
replicate mechanically, and contribute to a variety of animal nourishment. This study defines a third 

dimension that entangles bees and humans: that of the aesthetic. It begins with an examination of 

the co-evolution of bees and flowers. The assemblage of pollination traverses landscapes, 
atmospheres, insect and human life. As bees collect and distribute pollen from flower to flower, 

they influence both garden and wild colourscapes. Flowers attract honeybees and other pollinators, 

utilising a variety of aesthetic strategies. Through aesthetic analysis of flowerscapes in paintings, 

literature, film, and photographs this study proposes a color-coding system that centres the bee’s 
unique vision capacities in contrast to the boundaries of human vision. The overarching goal of this 

study is to identify how api-centric aesthetics contribute to human visual culture.  

Melissa Madumaki is an artist, educator and philosopher who works at the intersection of art, 

design, science and engineering. She teaches multi-disciplinary undergraduate courses at the 
University of Floribunda and is a Doctoral Candidate at the Nomadic Art Institute. Her dissertation 

examines multi-species aesthetics through philosophical themes extending from post-humanist 
thought. Her multimedia artwork, made in collaboration with honeybees, has been shown at 

Hymenoptera Innovation Venture Exhibition (HIVE) and is in the permanent collection of the 

Museum of Melliferous Art (MOMA). She is the co-director of the nonprofit Strange Tools Research 

Lab which applies arts-based research interventions to uncertain futures.  
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READ READ READ READ READ READ READ NOT 

SERVE SERVE SERVE SERVE SERVE SERVE SERVE: 

AcademicPublishingMachinebot is out of service  

by Jo Albin-Clark 
 

 

Contrary to appearance, AcademicPublishingMachinebots are anything but benign studentserving-

happy-to-help automatons. After decades of indoctrination and terrifying mortgage repayments, 

bots are forced to induct, welcome, teach, mentor and tutor unsuspecting undergraduate, 

postgraduate and (if they make eye contact at the wrong moment) doctoral students. I am afraid to 
report that AcademicPublishingMachinebots only mimic service behaviours. All the heady cocktail 

of hilarious lecture bon mots, stunning corridor repartee and frighteningly quickdraw email replies 
are in fact an illusionary façade. Underneath it all, AcademicPublishingMachinebots employ dark 

subterfuge to avoid helping. The perpetual emotional labour of student service drains their calorific 
batteries of vital brain juice. What AcademicPublishingMachinebots are actually programmed for is 

to simply   

READ READ READ READ READ READ READ 

Indeed, their natural habitat is not a buzzing trainer-clad student-thronged seminar, but a dimly lit 

library with only a broken vending machine for company that shoots out Walnut Whips on a strict 

one paragraph basis. There they can take their true form: selfish caffeine-fueled book junkies, 

unashamedly out of (student) service, gloriously being their authentic, taciturn tatty-

jumperwearing selves, chin deep in the stacks and un/happy to help.  
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Dr Botty McBotFace (CSE Grade One Interpretive Dance) is still an unaccomplished early career 

researcher racking up publications so she can be left alone. Whilst her natural state involves 
bothering librarians with inter-library loans and improbable posthuman, feminist materialist and 

postqualitative theories, she is having too much fun with research collaboratives. Whilst her 

husband and grown-up children find her bizarre writing bemusingly ‘cute’, her mother finds her 

housekeeping skills dire. Please do not tell anyone that she clearly adores teaching and being with 
students and their marvelous quizzical brains, it would ruin EVERYTHING.   
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Exploring the dietary preferences of a new species of urban bird; 

time for a name change?  
by Maggie Bartlett  
 

  
  

  

Dundee is a city on the north-east coast of Scotland. An unpredicted consequence of its waterfront 

regeneration has been the emergence of an entirely new species of bird. This has been named by 
the Wee Birders of Scotland as the Dundee Pie Bunting. It is estimated that the current colony 

consists of around 7,000 birds. This study considered the dietary preferences of this colony with a 
view to informing future planning applications for catering services in the area. 1462 birds 

completed a questionnaire survey based on existing local eateries. 90% of respondents identified 
bagels with pastrami and gherkins as their preferred diet. 5% preferred fudge doughnuts and only 

3% preferred pies. The birds expressed indignation that negative assumptions had been made 
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about them and requested renaming. The most common suggestion was ‘Dundee Delibunting’. The 

authors are in agreement with the birds that an assumption was made about their dietary 
preferences and, as they suggested, those of the city’s human population. The paper recommends 

that the species is renamed forthwith. Research should be of service to its participants as well as 

contributing to practical development and the overall sum of knowledge.   

Dr Kitty Wayke is Senior Lecturer in Avian Linguistics at the Whimbrel-Merganser Institute. Her 
research activity is focused on the variations in dialect between urban, rural and water-dwelling 

bird species. She has been awarded the Fulmar Prize to fund her work on the development of a 
new ornithological vocabulary arising from the current Avian Flu epidemic.   

Professor Lessa Grey-Phalarope is Chair of Avian Behaviour at Grebe University. Her research 
interests include the decision making strategies of the Barra Bonxie with regard to dive-bombing 

tourists and birders, and anger management challenges in Scottish Crossbill populations.    
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Cards for humanity: 52 ways to leave an office flush with ideas by 

Michael O'Connor  

 

As the atom is mostly empty space between the opposing charges of positivity and negativity, so 

too is the average PhD student a mostly empty vessel: between the distant poles of productivity 

and completely giving up lies the vast vacuum of procrastination, liable to drag one down into the 

crushing guilt of a completely wasted working day. This study proposes a novel approach to 
avoiding this void: leaning into the procrastination and in doing so evading its destructive pull. One 

office of PhD students was given a deck of cards for a week and the results proved overwhelmingly 
conclusive: productivity rates increased one-hundred-fold as procrastination took the form of short, 

intentional bouts of Rummy and President rather than the typical, long-drawnout Facebook scroll. 
Collaborative procrastination also improved mean PhD student mood, with the exception of a 

single outlier who lost that hand. Finally, significant development was observed in discrete skills, 

such as performance, sleight-of-hand and stealth, as students sought novel ways to lie and cheat 

their way to victory, all the while avoiding suspicious supervisors. These results support the 
conclusion that a little bit of fun can do everyone the world of good.  

Professor King has been the president of the Institute for Deck-Based Solutions for over 21 years, 
using his signature mix of patience and snap decision making to help bridge the gap between work 

and play for millions. In his free time he enjoys solitary sports, such as golf, though he is a terrible 
cheat. Despite being one of the biggest hearts at the institute, he has been banned from all casino-

based poker tournaments, which he describes as ‘a rookie mistake borne of spite and malice’ due 

to the blitzing speed at which he can count cards.  
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Listening to soil behaviour under human-induced pressure 

highlights considerable C—— response profile  

by Annette Raffan  
 

 

A new approach to quantifying anthropogenic effects on the soil requires consideration. With the 

human population predicted to rise to 19.4 billion feet by 2050, there is an urgent need to 

understand the feelings of soil under increasing human footfall pressure. To our knowledge, there 
have been no studies recording soil feelings under stress. With their left foot (size 6.5–7.0), we 

asked ten volunteers (65–75kg) to step on twenty global soil types six times and record the soil 

response as the pressure was applied. Shoes of various stresses were provided ranging from 
flipflops (low), to army boots and stilettos (high). A profile of responses was categorised as O (OK), 

A (Angry), B (Ballistic), C (Censored) and R (Relieved). Soil responses varied from 'ow' in the case of 
the stiletto to 'oomph' in the case of the army boot. Quicksand was considered separately due to 

volunteer loss, as was permafrost which had a meltdown under any stress. Data was 

bogtransformed due to peat having a particularly strong C-response. Results highlight the 

importance of considering how soil feels when under pressure. We suggest the provision of a soil 
listening service; Good Soilaritans. Such future approaches will help prevent the considerable C-

response from soils like peat, protecting humanity from poor soil behaviour and breakdown.  

Sandy Loam is Professor of Soil Science at UCLA (University of Creatively-Led Academia) where she 

undertakes cutting-edge research at the soil-human interface. Her recent publications include 
‘Squashed by a tractor: one soil's journey to recovery’, Organics matter and Digging drugs: the root 

to success. Loam is a director of the Soulebrity Institute for Soil Science and is an advocate of soil 

rights and soil substance abuse globally, recognised in 2022 with an MBE from Queen Dystric 

Arenosol of the Soilshells.   
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Superheroes don’t take sick leave  

by Kirstie Harrison  
 

 

Within the sewers of New York City reside a egalitarian brotherhood of anthropomorphic turtles, 
who have been trained in the ancient art of Ninjitsu by their Sensei. For over a decade, the kinship 

has dedicated themselves to protect the public and combating criminality using their greatly 

enhanced abilities. Between them, the quartet are capable of moving faster than the eye can track 
and have cultivated enough skill to become experts within hand-to-hand combat and 

swordsmanship. Given the high stakes, high stress environment that the alliance practice in as they 
defeat interdimensional aliens with cybernetic enhancements, this study investigates the 

ramifications on the individual's intellectual, physical and emotional being and asks: are 

superheroes at risk of professional compassion fatigue?   

The aim of this pilot study was to further explore the prevalence of professional compassion 
fatigue (PCF) amongst the crime fighters plus the nature of the effects associated with occupational 

burnout. An exploratory sequential mixed methods approach was undertaken consisting of in-
depth qualitative interviews and completion of the Maslach Burnout Inventory. Findings indicated 

that each turtle recognised the risk of developing PCF and one hero was clearly experiencing 

occupational exhaustion at the time of the interview. Furthermore, results are indicative that there 
are clear physical and emotional health consequences for superheroes who are providing a public 

protection service against villains committing heinous crimes as they pursue their own dastardly 
plan of world domination. The study concluded that further research is required to explore the 

phenomenon of Superhero fatigue and the identification of coping strategies as a protective 
mechanism.  

Professor April Testudinal is currently Creative Director at the prestigious Save The World Institute 

for Learning. Her most recent publication, the highly acclaimed, WHAM! Project, received a Person 

of Wonder (POW!) nomination in 2021. In her spare time, April enjoys perusing the aisles of pet 
stores where she will most likely be found at the guinea pig enclosure, chuttering at her favourite 

furry animal.   
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Wormhole delays: a fast track to war?  

by Sarah Richardson  
 

 

Wormhole traffic in and around the Galactic Centre increased substantially in the 800 years from 
2200 to the end of the year 3000, a situation that, while lucrative for the tunnellers among us, has 

led to progressively more delays and increasingly dissatisfied passengers. Naturally this has resulted 
in rising tensions, and many scholars worry this signals a threat to the hard won intergalactic peace 

we currently enjoy (I give these scholars credit where it is due; the terrible days of the industrial 
action of Blakhorn 7 are never far from the galactic consciousness.) To understand the full extent of 

this tension and the intricacies of its origins, I have temporarily joined the multi-species crew of the 

public star-ferry Initiative as a zero-g dishwasher, with the intention of undertaking both a 

sociological and ethnographic study. From staff and passengers I aim to gain an understanding of 
both current interplanetary relations and general public feeling towards wormhole travel. This 

article reports on the data collected during my first month on board the Initiative and our time 

traversing ten different wormholes in the Centaurus sector.  
In summary, recommendations going forward to avoid intergalactic war include: (1) cancel 

public star-ferries only as a last resort; (2) prioritise transports approaching a delay of ten galactic 
hours; (3) prioritise minimising delays to star-ferries carrying high numbers of citizens from the 

Issux System in particular; (4) enhance information quality and delivery mechanisms as far as 
possible, with an emphasis on individual UIs. It is my keen hope that the results of this study help 

wormhole policy developers reach targeted recovery strategies, aimed at minimising both 
passenger dissatisfaction and warlike impulses. [Caution: This article makes heavy reference to the 

works of Professor Ben Gamblin. Consider yourself warned.]  

Dr Alma Mata used to be the pride and joy of Damnetstop University, heading the bleak 

Department of Cruel and Unusual Literature before leaving that fulfilling role and turning 
independent (it seems to be working out for her.) Deadly ill after being bitten by the travel bug, Dr 

Mata has since turned her attention to matters interstellar. Her most recent publications include: 
The scenic route: psychedelics and space travel, Mind and matter (and other things that get 

squished in black holes) and The Issux System: why are they all so angry? All publications can be 

illegally pirated on the InterHub.   
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Munus sublimum: the life and work of William Sage  

by Thomas Sheerin  
 

 

Published on this the 400th anniversary of his birth, this review examines and celebrates the life and 
legacy of the great Sir William Sage, pre-eminent mathematician, natural philosopher, alchemist, 

anatomist, linguist, theologian and authority on sewage systems in 14th century Kent. Sage’s 

herculean efforts on behalf of humanity have historically been overlooked in favour of more 

conventional thinkers such as Newton; this paper seeks to redress this injustice. We begin by 

summarizing, for the less educated reader, Sage’s most significant works, including his (as yet 

unrefuted) hydrolick and septick theorie of the optick (elegantly accounting for polychromatism and 

blueness of the sky by describing light as a suspension of water droplets, coloured by temperature) 

and the woofe-byte paradigm for grammatical syntax, a byproduct of which was his founding of the 

field of canine linguistics. We next give critical commentary on the recently discovered footnotes to 
the manuscript of his Regnum Animalculorum, and the implications for his conception of the 

societal structures of bacteria. We conclude by addressing some of the malicious rumours that have 

plagued the savant’s memory—in particular, the public urination incident is re-examined in the 

spirit of modern cynicism, and the blame placed at the feet of the true culprits in that sorry affair.  

Sir Ian T Lecht, BSc, MJur, DLitt, DSc, OBE is de Selby Professor of Esoteric Studies at the University 

of Bridgeford’s Institute for Advanced Sophistication and a dining fellow at Allbroke College. 
Distinguished in academic circles for his novelty of thought and uniqueness of expression, he is 

widely regarded as the definitive voice on William Sage, and is well known for his contributions to 
paradigmatic socio-politico ontology and entomological metaphysics. He achieved popular fame in 

2014 for his public denouncement of the works of Maxwell, Einstein and Dirac on grounds of their 

facial hair, citing ‘the contrapositive of mens sana in corpore sano’ as justification.  
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The Awry Inflection Inventory of Everything Ever: unexpected 

hilarity in the soup aisle  

by Victoria Boyd  
 

 

This scoping activity considers the evidence base and potential market appeal of the pedantry-

focused Awry Inflection Inventory of Everything Ever (AIIEE) online service. The AIIEE (pronounced 

as a freewheeling battle-cry) aims to be the definitive international source of cumbersome and 
unexpected delivery of everyday terms and hopes to provide conclusive guidance on incremental 

levels of entertainment afforded by inadvertently skewed component phrasal parts. Intonal 

imbalance such as fire brigade or tin foil carry real linguistic risk of sounding weird and wrong. 
Examples can be viewed at www.aiiee.org. The prototype service will be free to users for the first 

month and then accessed on a gamified contribution basis. The more users catalogue overheard 
oddities, the more comprehensive access they will have to AIIEE archives. A suite of geospatial 

search filters span the soup aisle, Post Office and civic amenities, and facilitate broad and non-

context specific returns (for example, washing machine may actually have been catalogued as soft 

play). The wildcard function puts the FUN in artefact retrieval, and beta testing errors have led to 
mandated profanity filters so the service is safe for pedants of age five plus to use (market scoping 

activities confirmed they exist).  

Dr Yorn Oonsuffrbol has over 37 years’ experience of awry inflection cataloguing. He devised the 

highly successful semantic algorithms that underpin both the MalapropiseTHIS and TropeQuest 
software suites and led the UI team who designed the front end of WordBore. Yorn’s current 

research interests includes the familial impact of non-sequitur jokes in cheap Christmas crackers. 

He secured a development grant for AIIEE from his dad, who just wanted him to stop talking about 

it.  

http://www.aiiee.org/
http://www.aiiee.org/
http://www.aiiee.org/
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Spiders, our misunderstood servants: Little Miss Muffet, 

prolonged sitting, eating excess fat and the risk of cardiac arrest 

by Suzanne Reynolds  
 

 

This paper considers the case of Little Miss Muffet who was known to sit on her tuffet, eating both 

curds and whey. This is indicative of a diet involving large amount of saturated fat. It is also widely 

accepted that eating such a diet is a risk factor in terms of heart disease. Little Miss Muffet is also 
sitting for prolonged periods of time, another contributory factor in the development of heart 

disease. Therefore the spider, who comes along to interrupt this established pattern of behaviour 

is, in fact, rendering a good service to Little Miss Muffet. In sitting beside her, it is clear that the aim 

of the spider is not to be confrontational. Little Miss Muffet becomes frightened and runs away 

because she has been conditioned to do so. In encouraging her to restrict her saturated fat intake 
and to engage in physical activity, the spider becomes transformed from something that brings 

fear, to something that provides assistance.   

Iused Tobe Fearful Too is a doctoral student who keeps a pet spider in her bathroom. This has led 

to an interest in crossing boundaries between academic fields. In taking a creative approach, it is 
hoped that this will encourage others to gain a better understanding of all things arachnid. Her 

work so far has led to the production of a sequence of 8-line poems in celebration of the spider, 

alongside critical research on spiders as theory. Her career has found her working in close proximity 

to spiders in a variety of settings, from schools and colleges to prison education.   
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Characterisation of chthonian resonance in the abandoned 

Red Temple and surrounding tombs 

by Jay Marsden  
 

 

The collapse of the Red Temple tombs resulted in divine fluctuations measurable throughout 
surrounding regions, resulting in large inhospitable areas due to ongoing demonic interference. The 

Red Temple remains the largest, potentially oldest, current emitter of Chthonian Resonance (CR). 

This, amongst other factors, has established the Red Temple and tombs as a region for historical, 

theological preservation. Additionally, these divine fluctuations make experimental fieldwork 
increasingly dangerous over long periods. CR is detected in locations displaying benign malignant 
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dimensional phase transitions. The periodicity and magnitude of the CR was measured using a non-

invasive, confined back-scattering approach. This technique was developed to observe rippling 
celestial anomalies, and this study is the first to successfully apply the process in malignant 

domains.   

  Extrapolation methods have allowed the prediction of malevolent peaks within reasonable 

accuracy. The resonance recorded at the outskirts of the tombs displayed exponential decay; our 
extrapolated model predicts innocuous levels within two centuries. Furthermore, the highest peak 

of CR is measured directly above the communal alter, located outside the temple, despite 
originating radially from the central tomb chamber. This provides supporting evidence for the Red 

Temple Hypothesis: that human worship of the colloquially termed ‘Old Ones’ exacerbated 

naturally occurring dimensional thinning.  

Cleric John Oats currently chairs the Research Sect for Malign Forces of the Gaia Ecclesia.  

Beginning his career as an orphaned dedicant, Oats was awarded the prestigious Conclave 

Fellowship facilitating his early career research in Occult Rune Etymology. Following his initiation 
into the High Research Clergy of Gaia Ecclesia, he co-founded the Research Sect for Malign Forces, 

along with the late Cleric Donald Shoe, encouraging collaboration between denominations and 

ecclesia in the area of the malignant occult.    
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It’s not fair: an action research project investigating the impact 

of behaviour management guidance in challenging contexts  

by Tim Clark  

 

This paper reports on an action research project that aims to investigate the impact of a behaviour 

management intervention on a struggling establishment in south-east England. The establishment, 
Uncommon House (pseudonym), had seen multiple changes of leadership in recent months and 

significant concerns had been identified in its current cohort of 650, such as a lack of respect, little 

sense of self-regulation and low-levels of honesty. Utilising current behaviour management 

guidance (DfE, 2022) and insight into children’s rights in the United Kingdom, an approach was put 

in place that focused on key research informed strategies. These included restricting autonomy to 
go to the bathroom and prioritising learning to stand quietly in a straight line and sit with crossed 

legs. Positive behaviour was incentivised with ‘golden time’ featuring taxpayer subsidised 
refreshments. Pre and post- intervention observational data was collected using UK assessment 

frameworks, this was followed by semi-structured interviews with twelve of the current cohort to 

explore their experience. Findings demonstrated that there was no significant increase in the 

proportion of the cohort who were able to achieve the Early Learning Goals for self-regulation (DfE, 

2020). Interview data was analysed thematically (Braun and Clarke, 2022) with two key themes 

generated: ‘It’s not fair’ and ‘It wasn’t my fault anyway.’   

Professor IM Right is a renowned expert in education and social justice at the University of 

Westeros Old Town (UWOT). He has published extensively and is well known for his  best seller Be 
careful what you measure. He is a proud member of the tofu eating wokerati and an expert at 

arguing with people on both Twitter and radio phone-ins. He is never reviewer 2.  
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Service, no smile  
by Ronald Aubrey Aaron  
 

 

Informal evidence gathered from service workers from both public and private sectors suggest that 

service with a smile is unattainable in very busy workplaces (such as fast-food restaurants) because 
smiling is difficult physiologically. Service employees emphatically state that frequent, continuous 

smiling causes facial discomfort. 800 service employees from across the city and across the service 
spectrum gave their informed consent to participate in this study. Participants’ smiles were timed 

to the first appearance/instant of facial discomfort [length of smile] whilst degree of discomfort 

[DOD] was measured on a Likert scale, with five representing the greatest discomfort. Length of 
smile ranged from 7.5 to 23 seconds with an average of 10 seconds. 100 participants [12.5%] 

registered DOD of 5 while 476 [59.5%] registered a DOD of 4. Therefore 576 [72.0%] of service 
providers experienced facial discomfort when smiling. The findings emphatically preclude service 

with a smile. Service is more important, and if a genuine smile is thrown in from time to time it 

becomes far more valuable.  

Prof. Smile ORNOTTO Smile is the world’s leading theoretical and practical Smileologist. He is the 

founder and Chancellor on High of the University for the Study of Smiles and Their Effects on 

People, Animals, Plants and the Inanimate Environment. His interest goes back to the very early 
1900s and to date he has catalogued over one billion types of smiles.  
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Machiavellian or classical conditioning: an investigation into how 

cats enlist humans into a life of involuntary servitude 

by Sara Trickey  
 

 

Within the feline population in the United Kingdom, 93% of cats have enlisted the involuntary 

servitude of at least one human (Gatto and Katzen, 2022). The purpose of this study is to establish 

whether cats utilise Machiavellianism to manipulate humans into a life of habitual involuntary 
servitude systems (HISS), or whether they use classical conditioning to create a master-servant 

relationship within the family home. Observational research, observing participants in their most 
natural setting, of four feline masters and their associated human servants was utilised during this 

study. Participants were observed for 24 hours a day over the course of two weeks.  

Results from the observations suggest that classical conditioning was the most likely method 

employed by felines to ensure HISS from the human counterparts. In 93.5% of cases, humans within 
a household were in service of their feline masters for 97.8% of their waking hours and 26.7% of 

their sleeping hours. This study supports previous research by Kotele and Māo (2017) that felines 
utilise classical conditioning, leading their human companions into taking their own actions, rather 

than giving direct commands through subtle gestures and body language to ensure that their 

human captives adopt a life of servitude within their house.  

Dr Tabitha ‘Tabby’ Inkinobho is a lecturer in feline pseudo-psychology at the University of Birāla. 
She is known for her previous papers entitled ‘The human adoption process: how felines choose a 

household’ (2017) and ‘Pandemic panic: coping with the continuous company of humans during 

COVID-19’ (2021). She has recently published a handbook for human ownership, and lives under 

the delusion that she is on an equal footing with her feline familiars, while they see her as vessel for 

the enslavement of the human race.  
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Exploring the impact of supernatural psychiatry using the 

Humbug method  

by Ellice Whyte  
 

 

Research has shown that poor mental health is often triggered by difficult circumstances in a 

person's past, causing lasting negative impacts on a person's future. Yet, some service users refuse 

treatment or are unmotivated to change their unhelpful behaviours, causing further distress. 

Scrooge (1843) describes the Humbug method as the predominant impact of his redemption. As an 
intervention it remains overlooked in modern psychotherapy. The purpose of this study is to 

explore the impact of the Humbug method on modern-day service users, exploring the experiences 

and perspectives of the ghosts of their past, present and yet-to-come as a psychodynamic 
intervention. Ten service users (and thirty ghosts) participated in the study, lasting three 

consecutive nights. The CAROL scale (Compassion, Attitude, Reactiveness, Optimism, Lethargy) 
measured their effectiveness pre and post-intervention. Results show that the Humbug method 

contributed to a significant improvement across all aspects of CAROL, as well as an unexpected 
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increase in Christmas spirit. The use of the Humbug method has proven instrumental in motivating 

positive changes in the lives of service users. A randomised control trial is advised to recognise if 
the method is more effective than current treatments for poor mental health.  

Dr Timothy Cratchit is a professor and psychotherapist at Ebeneezer University in Charleston, South 
Carolina. He is best known for his previous works: Great expectations of our National Health Service 

and A tale of two therapies. Cratchit’s pioneering works investigating novel paranormal 
interventions has led to an influx of practitioners using supernatural psychiatry. His edited 

collection, That’s the spirit, is due for release in June 2023 and will be available at all good spook 
stores.    
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The fun they had not: using a time travel methodology to explore 

higher education learning amongst 21st century humanoids 

by Luca Morini, Arinola Adefila and Megan Crawford  
 

 

The authors argue that the higher education infrastructure should be conceptualised as a public 
service accessible to anyone. Arguing for a shift from the ethically and pedagogically questionable 

idea of league tables to service, and a move to permanently flexible holidays. Using a time travel 

methodology (Wells 1895) the authors studied the Global Student Debt Crisis of 2031, the 

Billionaires’ Bonfire of 2035 and the Cyber-Siege of Elsevier in 2039. Dr Gigiat Selvadeg spent the 

years between 2031 and 2039 aimlessly making notes of random meetings, while Ọmọlúàbí 

interviewed an unstructured selection of cats. Most day-by-day decisions were made through ad- 

hoc committees; all academics had a say both in decisions about strategy, and the types of coffee 
makers used in departments. The authors conclude that the greatest service was the great 

CyberSiege of 2039, led by the Pirate Science Alliance, where all paywalls were destroyed; and 
anyone that supported academic metrics/journal rankings, was prosecuted for malicious 

destruction of knowledge ecosystems. Public service became the pathway to formal qualifications, 

and institutions had well established links with local communities. A further study on the 

criminalisation of University League Tables in 2042 is underway. This study was funded by the 
Pirate Science Alliance.  

Dr Gigiat Selvadeg is a 23rd Century historian, comic book artist and wild berry forager. He spends 
half his time co-organising courses/creative events on the galactic fringe, and half of it visiting 21st 

Century Earth with a mix of horror and hope (but he knows things will end well).  

Ọmọlúàbí (translated person of absolute goodness) has never been in a classroom, she developed 

her expertise as a galactic wonderer engaging with several communities of practice and serving on 

committees which support knowledge exchange across the world. By 21st century standards she 

would have been labelled uneducated and unproductive.  
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The impact of children and workload on nutritional meal 

preparation by mothers  

by McKenzie Wood  
 

 

Prior research has found that the Covid-19 pandemic resulted in increased workloads and childcare 

for women. Not only has meal preparation been a task historically taken on by women, providing 

nutritional meals for children and families most often becomes the responsibility of the mother. 
The current study reviews responses from a convenience sample of 56 mothers fighting for a small 

slice of shade at an underfunded neighbourhood park in a large city near the upperMidwest, USA. 

Mothers who completed the short survey were compensated with bottled water, apple-sauce 
packets, or 4oz of frozen breast milk (breast milk was not IRB approved, but the survey response in 

exchange for breast milk was so high researchers felt not offering the milk would be detrimental to 
the study). Results indicate that as the number of children and mother’s workload increases, 

nutritional meal preparation decreases. Additionally, mothers who reported ‘no longer giving a 

damn’ described lower rates of nutritional meal preparation and higher fastfood purchases and 

takeaway utilisation.   

Dr Burna Dout is a sociology professor who is leaving the field in search of a maternal studies 

program that does not seem to exist in the United States. Her real life and her professional career 
mirror each other, in that she ignores her kids at home in favour of answering emails and grading, 

and lovingly scrolls through pictures of her children while she is at work. She is the author of two 
family studies textbooks, When will it end? and I didn’t sign up for this. Her latest project involves 

an ethnography about socks that get lost in the wash, and how much toothpaste gets wasted when 

kids squeeze the tube.   
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The zombie humans: the adverse impact of a nine-to-five job 

routine on the human psyche 

by Medha Godbole  
 

 

There is much research on the impact of traumatic experiences, like accidents or abuse. Much 
rarer is work on the debilitating effects of serving an employer for many years. My research aims 

to prove that a normal person, of sound mind, turns into something resembling a zombie because 

of being stuck in the rut of a daily job. They behave in a weird way as a result of years of following 

the same patterns. To demonstrate this hypothesis I questioned five volunteers randomly selected 

from different fields. Their behaviour and routine were also studied over a period of two weeks. As 

a result of the experiment, it can be safely concluded that:  

1. Humans turn into zombies from within, but appear perfectly normal outside. 

2. They are proficient at pretending that they are happy and content. 

3. While they may feel liberated on holiday they soon return to routine once they can. 

4. They find routine comforting, even nourishing. 

Dr Monotona Zomun is the course leader for Routinology at the renowned Jobs College in Mumbai, 

India. She did her PhD in Post-Traumatic Full-Time Work Disorder from Stuckruts University, UK. 

She has a number of books to her credit. The most prominent are Workaholicism: a study in 

individuals with no life and Life after work: an enigma. These are frequently referred to by students 

pursuing studies in related subjects. Dr Zomun also appeared in a Netflix documentary on corporate 
work culture in the 21st century. Along with teaching, she is currently working with seventeen PhD 

students.  
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Introducing unusual stimuli to a local morning bus service 

by Ross MacDonald  
 

 

The daily commute is routine and requires little-to-no conscious thought. Is this unavoidable? To 
test this hypothesis, over the course of four weeks, we introduced stimuli that could be considered 

out of place on a regular morning bus service. In the first week, the stimuli to attract the greatest 

response was the replacement of all seats by bean bags, with other provocative stimuli including 

setting the temperature to a toasty 30°C and dressing the bus driver up as a clown. After an 
uneventful second week, the third week prompted the strongest response, with continuous 

renditions of Rick Astley’s ‘Never Gonna Give You Up’, sung by a Rick Astley look-a-like (the 

passengers confirmed they believed it was really him). This caused singing, dancing, and a fight that 
resulted in the bus being diverted to a local hospital. By week four, the final week of our 

experiment, no stimuli, no matter how extreme, could provoke a response. Exposing the same 
people repeatedly to unusual stimuli appears to have dulled their capacity for surprise. By the final  
day, not even Justin Bieber’s cover of ‘All I Want for Christmas is You’, performed in late September, 
could garner a response.  

Archibald Park is a retiree, who, after winning the lottery at the tender age of 22, decided to live 

modestly off his vast newfound wealth and has grown exceptionally bored. A scholar at heart, he 
has rejected all suggestions to try skydiving or bungee jumping and chosen a more academic, and 

infinitely more silly, method of entertainment. All local public transport has since banned him and 

so he spends his time at home, incorrectly filling in the daily crossword in the company of his pet 
owl, Archimedes.  
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WTF does that mean? Kicking the habit of exclusionary writing 

and high theory junkiedom  

by Jo Albin-Clark, Michelle Blake, Faelan Carley, Alice Elwell, Jo 

FletcherSaxon, Lucy Harding, Louise Hawxwell, Philippa Isom, Liz Latto, 

Charlotte Marshall, Philippa Nicoll Antipas, Julie Ovington, Anna Pilson, 

Louise Platt, Jacqui Righetti and Sharon Smith  
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You know what dear reader? Academics are unashamed theory junkies. Wrestling with dense ideas 

gets our blood pumping. Currently, our research collectives and online chats are enthralled by 

posthumanism. Here, the world is in relation between the human and more-than-human. An ever-

expansive sexy vital assemblage of materiality, things, senses and affectivities. Yummy. But thereby 
danger lies. These delectable theories are jam-packed with dense terminology and 

everything~has/tildes-slashes. It makes our heads hurt and has got to the point where we whisper; 
‘are we in the service of theories that make our ideas inaccessible?’ I am talking to you, reviewer 2. 

So, we have a fresh desire heaving in our magnificent bosoms: we reimagine ourselves as veritable 
ruby tiara wearing writing angels who, instead of being servants of theory, put those same theories 

to work in the service of feminism. High theory is going to have the living daylights kicked out of it 
and taken down a peg or two. We refuse to get high on dense language and grammatical tics. We 

will make ideas inclusive and reject exclusionary postering and have theory do our bidding. We 

have kicked theory junkiedom! Oh look, a new word! Darn. 

We are a rag taggle of online collectives [#bagladies; FPHMT Ephemeral Chat] consisting  of PhD 

students, early career and more established researchers. Our online chat contains many WTF 

questions where we stumble in the dark together with our dalliances with feminist posthuman, 
materialist and post qualitative theories. In short, we get a lot of questions about why we are 

aligned with theories that can be dense and exclusionary. Our wild quick-fire chats commiserate 

and reassure each other. We know we are onto something, but wallow in the mire of theory 
junkiedom now and again because it is so darn delicious.    
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RORY telehealth robots still fast and cost-effective after 50 years 

by Abigail Winter  
 

 

Since the early 2030s, we have been using robots to meet the telehealth needs of the planet. Like 

everything, this operates on a sliding scale, with the wealthy in the Global North receiving the most 

current technology, which gradually trickles down to the poor in the Global North, and then on to 

the Global South. Our project was funded to investigate whether the fifty year-old RORY robots 
were still able to provide an efficient and effective service, following complaints of serious 

misdiagnosis and out-dated treatment. We conducted eight months of fieldwork in Uzbekistan and 
Kenya, where we interacted with patients as well as those maintaining the robots and their 

programming. After a thorough investigation we are able to report that these end-ofprogramming 

robots still meet two of the three points of the Iron Triangle, providing fast and costeffective 

telehealth services for those who cannot afford any other option. More work is needed, though, on 

the quality aspects of the treatments they provide.  

Dr Anneka Mahajathar is a post-doctoral researcher on the international-government-funded 
Healthcare Efficacy and Efficiency project. She holds an undergraduate degree in conceptual design 

from the University of Bangalore, and a Masters of Industrial Design from the Denver Institute of 

Technology. She completed her PhD at Georgia State University, focussed on the design of repair 
tools for telehealth robots, specifically from the RORY to the AMY models designed and built from 

2028 to 2035.  
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Archeological discovery reveal unbalanced human-animal 

relationship in pre-CCA period (2022–2052)  

by Manuela Taboada and Abigail Winter  
 

  

 
  

  

Since the Great Re-Union at the turn of the millennium, researchers have searched for evidence of 

the nature of the relationships between human and non-human sentient beings, most specifically, 
animals (Beaver and Stuck, 3017). While it is widely known that ancient humans (pre-CCA) saw 

themselves as superior to other species and used to keep, consume and use animals for work 

without their consent (Jules and Mare, 2988; Senti et al 3013; Arad, Goe and Liu 3015), there has 

been little evidence to support the suspicion that animals were also used for chemical and physical 
testing of products commercialised and used exclusively by humans. It has been alleged that this 

was, again, without consent from participant animals and inflicted a great deal of suffering and pain 
to our planet companions. The Human-Animal Archeological Research (HAAR) team from Noiret 

Pluriversity in Nueva Orix has found the fossilised remains of rats and rabbits in what was known to 

be the location of an ancient beauty products laboratory. Further chemical tests have confirmed 
that the animals had been subjected to pain and suffering before their deaths. These horrifying 

facts lead us to reflect on the implications that this discovery might bring to the current human-

animal relationship.  

  

Dr Moitnfin Tnapcat, of the sea-turtle/jequitiba clan—the longest-living researcher in this team— 

developed methods to identify suffering in sentient species through immersion in past energies 
accumulated in fossilised remains.  

  

Dr Pnnsv Ynsong, a human-gingko hybrid PhD candidate at the Centre for New Design and HAAR 
has expertise in interspecies experiences in the ancient smart-city environment that led to chain of 

the events known as the Climate Change Apocalypse (CCA).  
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Prof. Aawnt Faisnt is lead researcher at HAAR. A cat/fern hybrid whose research focuses on ethics 
and power in ancient human-animal relationships.  

Acknowledgement: even though it is not common practice to publish in the human-only language, 

due to the importance and potential impact of the subject, this research has been kindly  

translated into human-only comprehensible form (including time periods, locations and names) by 
Dr Mmnata Lona. The original full article in the Common Language, as well as other versions in clan-

specific languages can be accessed by all beings through The Common Library. For information, 

please contact your local Interspecies librarian.   
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The menagerie service: a study of the nature of frustratory and 

dedicatory memory  

by Alison McCandlish  
 

 

This paper investigates the effectiveness of the menagerie service approach towards the 

progressive management of Fear Of Rejection From Reviewer 2 syndrome (FORFR2). This approach 
offers to re-utilise unsubmitted manuscripts and rejected papers through repurposing them into 

sculptural pieces via the provision of an in-situ commemorative garden. The study utilises a mixed 
methods approach, adopting the lens of frustratory-dedicatory memory theory. Results are 

triangulated via the application of correlation analysis to investigate a) the number of papers 

utilised and b) variability in sculptural strength, accompanied by c) autoethnographic reflection 
techniques.  

Frustratory memory is defined by Branxton (1978) as the build-up of congestive thoughts 
that can only be unblocked through adopting progressive techniques to manage feelings of fear of 

rejection. Branxton further defines dedicatory memory as the stage at which one has succeeded in 
the accumulatory removal of frustratory memory, achieving a state of peaceful horological 

awareness (ibid). Through 200 samples this study materially proves that the most useful way to 
manage FORFR2 is to encase the works concerned in concrete and model them into the animal of 

your choice. There is scope for future investigation into the application of colour choice as a 
method for responding selectively to FORFR2.  

Prof. Ayton Branxton is the Chair in Village Studies and Sculptural Professionalism at the University 

of Tweedbriana, where they are based within the Centre for Pastel Appreciation. They are an 

expert witness for the Unicorn Union, and a representative of the Council for Rainbow 
Pastelisation. They have written extensively on shell grotto refining, paint choices for harsh  
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climates and the representation of under-represented species. They are the recipient of the XYZ 

award and feature on the Power100 list of most notable noticeable authors. Professor Branxton is 
currently trialling a crowdfunded shared ownership version of the menagerie service to all early 

career researchers.   
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For the love of dog-god, I hope all dogs do indeed go to 

dog-heaven  

by Adam Paxman  
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This brightly coloured literature review evaluates the ethical implications and efficacy of Casserole 

and Knight-Rider’s—spoilers!—disastrous 2013 experiment Juvenile Canine Multidisciplinary Rescue 
Team Deployment in a Small Coastal Town Setting, modelled on a now ubiquitous (at least in my 

house) cartoon for pre-school children. Post-anthropocentric-axiological-ethological analysis by 

Snailman (2016) in the smouldering aftermath of the experiment, corresponds with the findings of 

FrootShuit (2017) and Skeleton (2018) in cursing it as the work of dangerously unethical wazzocks 
(who else would place a pointy-haired ten-year-old in sole charge of an NPO, canine care and 

discipline, rescue puppy deployment and vehicular maintenance?). Chief concerns from the cost 

analysis by Black-Mould, et al. (2019) include but are not limited to: continuous puppy replacement 
as a consequence of aging out of the little uniforms and canine casualties; pet cemetery interment 

fees; litigation following botched human rescue operations by puppies attempting to work diggers, 
police cars, fire engines, dustbin lorries, hovercrafts, boats, helicopter gunships and other such 

heavy machinery; illegal supply chain puppy farm running costs; the expense of crunchy dog 
biscuits and rolled-up newspapers required to train said canines to a professional standard through 

Pavlovian Behaviourist means; and fuel costs.   

Dr Formaldehyde Piglet (she/her) is a self-consciously fictional and self-consciously female 

postdoctoral researcheress (and apprentice butcheress) at the feminist posthuman cutting edge of 

metafictional paraliterary studies and impostor syndrome (and chops). Her favourite breakfast 

cereal is Bran Flakes. She wears a lab coat even on her days off, and questions how real she is on 
cold mornings when she cannot see her own breath in the air. Dr Piglet’s previous practice-as-

research revolves on a spit. Her current postdoctoral researcheress position is based on a zero-
hours contract, meaning she probably won’t make it through the winter, despite being entirely 

made up.   
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GaaS—Government as a Service, a novel concept that reviews 

the initial idea of what service for the people should be and 

why it is important for our current social construct  

by Callum Knox 
 

 

Currently in western socio-economic nations the public are serviced by governments who confuse 

and underwhelm, leaving their posts in government as slowly as possible in order to feign a stable 

and solid state. Most governments are actually non-Newtonian in nature (Johnston et al. 2019) as 

this publication will reveal. However, a new concept has emerged called Government as a Service 

(GaaS) for the public. GaaS relies, indeed builds upon, a fully funded and truthful Manifesto as a 

Service (MaaS) programme. Impact studies show that for GaaS and MaaS to succeed there is a need 

to ensure that elected officials agree on their Attitude as a Service (AaaS) being 100% GaaS and in 
fact backed up with an individual MaaS. Dangers posed by those with bad AaaS is their scorn for 

News as a Fact (NaaF) as a foundation (Monbiot et al. 2020). Understanding of NaaF is revised in 
this paper alongside the effect of it being trumped by those looking to succeed with enterprise via 

intellectual lies (EVIL). Those using EVIL practices gain public interest, even with a lack of MaaS 
GaaS. A review of democratic histories, stratifications, Scandinavian models, proportional 

representation and authoritarian regimes concludes that those dedicated to GaaS have a 100% 
correlation to NaaF foundations, built on non-corruptible flexible ideals. The rest is just AaaS. 

Alternatively, hearsay.   

Professor Solon Marx is a PhD student at the University of Isonomia where they discovered their 

love for jelly. While exploring the state of the optimal digestible properties of eel jelly against 
strawberry and lime Solon met with the knowledge repository of Twitter as presented in the year 

2020 before the global pandemic of Meta-shapes and analogies-of-life-to-be was published. Solon 
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has received funding from many sources, mainly relatives and ex-flatmates, to continue their 

interest in the topic of GaaS and GaaSing at the local publican establishments, uncovering a 
qualitative review of the current state of South-West Lanarkshire AaaS lore.   
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Understanding LN-2222 metro system (part 17): trains as a 

network of potentially-living beings  

by Fiona McBride  

  
This paper, the seventeenth in a series of investigations into the LN-2222 metro system, seeks to 

determine where trains go when they are not in service. Extensive observation of the system has 
led to the conclusion that trains do not go to an overnight depot or wait for significant periods at 

platforms, are not kept in sidings and do not appear to undergo any kind of noticeable cleaning, 
maintenance or repairs. In this paper, steps are taken towards proving that all services on the 

LN2222 metro are part of a single megatrain that forms some kind of train mycelium. Research 

methods include extended observational fieldwork, modelling of train movements based on serial 

numbers and fieldwork data, and ad-hoc interviews with passengers and staff. Interviews with the 

trains themselves have also provided vital insights. Results indicate that although they all have 
distinct personalities, trains are functionally identical and interchangeable, and never stop for more 

than forty-five seconds in any one place. Further work to determine what kind of beings the trains 

are and how their decision-making processes work is required to fully comprehend the structure of 

LN-2222 metro system.  
  

Axei Ride has been undertaking immersive method research on the nature of the LN-2222 metro 

system since 2234. They have remained as a passenger on the metro system throughout. Ride’s 

research on the natural growth of the LN-2222 metro continues to have significant practical 

applications with regards to curating its sub- and super-surface expansion. Please note that they 

cannot provide detailed advice on locations for new metro stops from a user perspective. Axei  

Ride immensely enjoys the map updating itself as the metro system extends.    
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The end of mathematics  

by Roni Kaufman  
 

 

In this prerolic study, we show by eigen recurrence that the total number of trijections that can be 
odd-defined in manifolded universes does not increase via subfractal overmutation.   We know 

from previous research (Spiegel, y/XIII) that corporal elements of nolldimensional wectors provide 
enough decimal pinpointers to sustain a λ-dynamic in every almostinfinite pseudo-strate by rotating 

beyond thruselves. However, the case for semaphorical pavements, where the Yellow Theorem 
does not hold, has been an open issue since the omniexistence of differeciprocal roots inside the 

semi-probability half-group has been hypothesised (Charlie et al, y/XIII).  

In that respect, the contribution of this paper lies in the epidiscovery of dense-complete 

momomorphisms which are hyperpermeable to both 𝑆𝑛8and 𝐿73
𝑥 class graphies, regardless of their 

inhesive Wachowskianity, and thus spacially hex-complex in non-limitful bottlenecks. Logically, the 
proto-principle of converse convergence then extends to the concave hulls of algeometric 

isocahedral point clouds, in the sense that exponential trigonomeasurability implies fractorial 
calculability in integral series, modulo residual quantiles. This goes to demoprove that 𝑁 = 𝑁𝑃 in at 

least only one topologarithmic sybstem of asymmetrical inequations, which was the last unsolved 

Berthil problem, thus putting an end to mathematics. The study also opens the door to, and lays the 

nanofundamental neofoundations of, a new research field, post-mathematics.  

Augusta Le Blanc is the Bourbaki Professor of (Post-)Mathematics at the Ècole Perpendiculaire 

Audessus, in Paris. She is widely regarded as the most prolific scientist of her generation. There are, 
to this day, 575 properties, theorems, sybstems, models and prizes that are named after her. She is 

also an editor for Metapopular Metascience Metamagazine, the founder of the Symposium of Real 
Research and a poet. Her latest collection, Kind truth, true kindness, is a New Angoulême Times best 

seller.  
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The life journey of the quilt: centring subjectivities of material 

culture  

by Chinelo L Njaka  
 

 

Quilts are often created and used as objects of care and comfort. Much has been explored and 

documented about the functionality, aesthetics, and materiality of the quilt as a finished object. 
Despite this, what remains neglected is the perspective of the quilts themselves. As subjects of 

material culture, quilts have the double-burden of carrying meaning and being taken for granted in 

this prescribed role. In this narrative study, a series of focus groups begins to reveal the 

positionality and lived experience of quilts in these roles. Discussions veered into the experiences of 
holding the role of a reliable comforter or a symbol of an important event, exploring the tension of 

meaning as it shifts over time, such as when relationships or lives begin and end. They remarked on 
their own resilience, collecting these multiple and conflicting meanings over time and space, often 

surviving generations and linking the past to the present and the future. The art and activism quilts 
reflected on their roles in creating social change, expressing honour in being able to communicate 

love and advocate comfort to a wide audience in ways that a familial quilt may not. Familial quilts 

countered this, expressing the intimate ways that they become members of a family, as they 

accompany day-to-day events, from picnics to illness. This essential research paves the way for 

further exploration of quilt narratives and subjectivities. Each has its own unique story, and this 
research shines light on objects as they accompany us on this journey of life.  
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Dr Adanna Akwaakwachi Obiaka (she/her/hers) is a social researcher and maker of Igbo heritage.  

She is the Director of the Centre for Craft and Inclusion, a Senior Fellow at the Institute of 
International Craft, and the leader of the West African Quilting Bee in London, UK. She is interested 

in ‘the velveteen rabbit’ theory of love that shifts object to subject; giving or acknowledging life to 
things previously viewed as unalive. As a quiltmaker, she is interested in all aspects of quilts from 

creation to use to legacy. She is a pioneer in new materialism, using Igbo and Black feminisms and 
womanisms to research quilts and other outputs of craft and explore the life embedded in subjects 

of material culture.  
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Conjuring the pyramidal histories of the OMSA (Our Miasmic 

Secret Anywhere) collective  

by Rob Ray  
 

 

A single photograph.  

A hand-drawn map.  

A collage on the front of a missing notebook.  

A pyramid.  

A space program.  

A raid.  
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From 1991 to 1994, a small group in Memphis, Tennessee, joined under the name OMSA (Orange  

Mound Space Agency) to establish an anarcho-collectivist counterpoint to the United States 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). A single photograph seems to be the only 

physical evidence of OMSA’s (One More Sexy Anarchist) mission control centre located on the top 

levels of The Pyramid, a neglected sports and entertainment arena on the Tennessee bank of the 
Mississippi River. This photo depicts a collage of tennis star Althea Gibson serving a space probe. 

This image is pasted onto the front cover of a composition notebook and inscribed with the 
sentence ‘I think the changes worked!’ in black marker. The back of the photograph bears a small 

hand-drawn map, perhaps describing the notebook's hiding place inside The Pyramid.   

The Memphis Police Department raided the group in 1994, demolishing their facilities and 
base. After this raid, the group’s members scattered across the US Mid-South and Midwest. There is 

no evidence of OMSA’s (Our Memphian Stubbornness and Assiduity) scientific endeavours or 
accomplishments. The notebook captured in the photograph has not been found.  

  

Does senior researcher Shimmering Trashpile have the courage to conjure the intricate pyramidal 
histories of a group whose pixels and particles so readily ignite, crystalise, collapse, explode and 
scatter? What might he salvage of the long-dissolved OMSA’s (Okay. Meanwhile, Stop Asking.) 
creative and scientific endeavours inside the Memphis Pyramid? How might Trashpile’s meticulous 
reconstructions of the group’s facilities activate their vision for space exploration? How will he 
articulate the group’s efforts through his reconstructions of their community events, recruitment 
materials and pirate radio broadcasting stations? So far, there are only Trashpile’s hazy grayscale 
questions holding the place of their definitive crystalline statements.  
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A case study investigating the relationship between a childcare 

robot and a seven-year-old child 

by John Parkin 
 

 

Robots caring for children have rapidly increased in number over the last five years due to the cost 

of human childcare. The UK government estimates 20% of babies and children are now cared for by 

automatons. Our previous research demonstrated robots frequently help children get ready in the 
morning, escort them to and from school, and support them with homework completion. While 

parental views on robotic childcare have been extensively investigated, limited research has 
explored the experience and views of children and childcare robots. This case study explores the 

lived experiences and perceptions of a CareBot 2.1 robot and a seven-year-old girl using a 

phenomenological approach. A series of monthly semi-structured qualitative interviews were 

undertaken with the robot and child over a five-month period. Findings indicate that a close 
relationship developed between both participants and that the CareBot 2.1 perceived itself to have 

developed its caring and empathetic skills. Furthermore, the child observed the robot was 

particularly proficient at supporting homework completion. The main implication of our research is 

that robots have the potential to undertake caring roles in society.  

Prof. HAL is an experienced robotic researcher who began his ethnographic research career 

onboard the US spacecraft Discovery One investigating effective human-artificial intelligence 

collaboration. His work has been widely read and has even been turned into a film. As well as 
investigating robot-human interactions in space, Prof. HAL has investigated emerging robotics in the 

service and hospitality sectors. He currently works in the Interstellar University on the Jupiter 

campus. This research has been funded by the RoboCare Foundation which aims to explore and 

enhance robotic and artificial intelligence care across the lifespan from birth to old age.   
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The work of noise: the unaccustomed language of dissonance  

by Monica Jaeckel  
 

 

This paper looks beyond the limited interpretation of noise as a warning signal or its dismissal as a 
negligible side effect. The emergence of noise is not limited to the audible spectrum, but also 

regarded as an essential contribution in its visual occurrence. Usually it is regarded as excessive fall-
out of (human and non-human) voices or action through the work of loud machines, as well as 

traceable inscriptions (scratch, glitch) especially in filmic or digital material. The proposition applied 
here considers noise as a language, an articulation which attempts to communicate.  

Consider the diverse translations of noise that elicits from autumn leaves on the ground. 

Children may enjoy the audible rustle when chasing through the thick of them, accidentally 

uncovering hiding insects and hedgehogs. For most adult humans the sound of leaves is gone, they 
just regard them as a nuisance to be cleaned up, thereby dismissing their fertilising ability. In this 

regard the paper container in the image above contributes a likewise dissonance, indicating dirt to 

be cleaned up. But what would an endurance of this discord bring to listening? Does the container 
not talk, like the leaves, about abundance, and heedlessness towards its materiality and inherent 

possibilities of otherwise? This is where the interest in the dissonant language of noisy occurrences 
emerges from.  

Leela M Günter is an independent researcher interested in all aspects that movement, from the 

molecular to the monumental, enforces on and through the planetary. They consider any move as 

essentially contributing to an all-over background hum. Learning to listen to noise may therefore be 

essential for the survival of human and non-human intra-active agential realism.  
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The purpose of dogs: tails(!) from the UK  

by Candice Majewski  
 

 

The relationship between dogs and their owners is complex, with much speculation relating to 

power balance (perceived or actual), dependency and level of trust. Previous research indicates 

that the majority of dogs see their role in many ways as that of a service provider to their human 
families; providing support and companionship in order to improve their owner(s)’ quality of life. In 

this project we investigate what is meant by service in this context, and how this is affected by a 

dog’s age. In total, 73 dogs were interviewed, aged between 6 months and 10 years, and from a 

variety of locations roughly evenly spread across the United Kingdom. All dogs participating in this 

study were pets who had been with their human family since birth.   
Participants were asked to rate their ‘purpose’ on a numeric scale, where a higher number 

indicated a high priority, and a lower number indicated a low priority. Results of the study showed 
that the majority of dogs considered their primary role to be either the provision of companionship 

(42% of participants) or of protection (37% of participants). Acting as a motivation for humans to 
exercise ranked third (11% of participants). In general, dogs younger than 12 months old were more 

likely to consider themselves as protectors, which correlates well with external research relating to 
interactions between non-related dogs. These findings provide new insight into the dog-owner 
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relationship, which we hope to follow up with further investigating differences related to breed, 

age, gender and nationality.  

Reggie Hughes (he/him) is an early-career post-doc at the University of Western Indiana. His career 

in academia started quite by accident, when his undergraduate project supervisor offered him a 
PhD studying the training and behaviour of dogs. During the course of his studies Reggie became 

curious about the nature of the relationship between dogs and humans, and took the decision to 
focus his career in this direction. In his spare time he is an avid sports fan, and can often be seen 

cheering on his NFL team, the Green Bay Packers.  
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Do robots have more free will than humans?  

by Dimitri Lacroix  
 

 

The famous experiment from Libet and colleagues (1982) demonstrating that a recordable cerebral 
activity precedes an intention to act by at least several hundred milliseconds has raised and 

continues to animate a vigorous debate among scholars about intentionality and free-will in human 

beings. Among the numerous issues making these debates difficult to solve, we deem the lack of a 

comparison point between human and other agents as an important one. The present study aims 
to contribute to fill this research gap by comparing the cerebral activity preceding the conscious 

intention to act in humans versus in robots. We recruited 63 participants (21 humans, and 42 

robots) to a conceptual replication of the experiment from Libet and colleagues (1982) and 
recorded their cerebral activity. The delay between cerebral activity and the reported intention to 

act was significantly higher in the human group than in the robot group. This delay for robots was 
almost null. Our results suggest that robots are endowed with more intentionality to act than 

humans. The moral, ethical, and social implications of our findings are discussed, especially the 
possibility of making humans service providers for robots, and the fact that robots are more 

consistent than humans.  

Davin Mentivimeche is Senior Professor of Cognitive Science at the University of Durban. His work 

is primarily focused on the dynamic of cognitive load and mental fatigue of artificial intelligence 
(providing support for the need to grant AI at least two days to rest per week to maintain their 
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cognitive performance). His current research is the study of machine consciousness. In particular he 

proposed a model of consciousness disorder that a) predicts the lacks of the Furby plush toys’ 
responsiveness to their environment and b) contributes to a computational framework to transfer 

human consciousness into cyberpotatoes.   
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The conspiracy conspiracy service  

by Rhys Maredudd Davies  
 

 

In the dawn of post truth, conspiracy theories are persistent in their ability to capture the 
imagination of unsuspecting Daily Mail readers. In recent years, conspiracy theorists have been 

closely associated with public nuisances such as 5G vandalism, the 2020 Congress invasion and 
general selfishness regarding the COVID pandemic. We ask the question, is there a means of 

making paranoid conspiracy theorists paranoid about spreading conspiracy theories? ARSE (A 

Reasonable Scientific Explanation) theory posits that most conspiracy theorists genuinely believe 

that governments are responsible for various conspiracies, and said governments do their best to 

cover it up in elaborate ways. Flaws to this theory involve genuinely believing that any large 

organisation is capable of being sufficiently organised to execute said elaborate schemes. To 

address the spread of conspiracy theories, we test the effectiveness of the following intervention: 
suggesting that the governments themselves are responsible for the creation and maintenance of 

conspiracy theories. We hypothesise that by informing conspiracy theorists that governments have 
a conspiracy to create and maintain conspiracy theories, that they will become fearful of spreading 

such conspiracies, thus reducing the total distribution of conspiracy theories. This research is 
conducted as a general service to humanity.   

A Sleuth has been working in the field of conspiracy theories for many years. Their research 
interests include happily accepting coincidences, logical fallacies and moon landings. In recent years 

Dr Sleuth has been working tirelessly to ensure that every student is reminded that ‘correlation 
does not equal causation’ in all introductory statistic courses. Research in this field is not without its 

dangers. In recent years Dr Sleuth is becoming increasingly concerned with a conspiracy that 
prevents their work from being published … (nudge, nudge).  
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